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Preface
Our lives are increasingly taking place in the digital sphere. We
arrange our banking online, gain digital access to essential government
services and also a big part of our social interactions is digital now. As
far as there has ever been a real distinction between the “offline” and
“online” world, that boundary is blurring by the day.
These developments are exciting and promising: we are promised
more efficiency, more convenience and greater cost reductions. But at
what cost? Many of the technologies that are being rolled out function
based on the collection of our personal data. Digital surveillance by both
governments and commercial parties seems to become the norm and
datasets are sold to the highest bidder. In addition, increasing digitization has a negative effect on large groups in our society. Recent developments show that surveillance is mainly used against economically
vulnerable people. Due to an insufficiently diverse group of engineers and
a designer bias in the development of technology, the crooked power relations in our society are reproduced or even further fortified. These are
worrying developments that we urgently need to take action on before it
is too late to turn the tide.
It is therefore at the right time that the National Think Tank has
chosen the Digital Society as the theme for this year. In the past months
twenty talented young doctoral candidates and prospective doctoral
students have focused on the most important issues of our digital future,
such as threats to online privacy, technology and mental health, and the
lagging digitization in care. They have also formed a value-based visionwith concrete recommendations on how we can ensure thatour digital
society will become Healthy, Resilient, Inclusive and Fair.
My wish is that this report will contribute to a digital future in which
digital fundamental rights are guaranteed, for everyone. Hereby we do
well to remind ourselves that we have a strong human rights framework
that should form the basis of our discussions. I am convinced that for
those discussions this report is a good basis.
Nani Jansen Reventlow,
Director of the Digital Freedom Fund
Assistant professor Columbia Law School
Human rights lawyer

Stichting de Nationale DenkTank ‘National Think Tank’ wants to help the
Netherlands in solving current, tough social issues. The foundation lets young
thinkers to work on a specific topic and builds bridges between science,
government and business. In 2019, the ThinkTank focused on the following theme: a
healthy, resilient, inclusive and fair digital society. This involved close collaboration
with five theme partners: the Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations, the
Fonds SGS, SIDN fonds, JOGG and Alles is Healthyheid. The aim of the National
Think Tank is to get the advice and solutions implemented by the government, the
business community and / or scientific institutes to make social impact.
The National Think Tank is independent in answering
the research question.

National
ThinkTank
2019
The twenty young
academics that have
devoted themselves
to the digital society
for four months and
have come up with
ten solutions.
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INTRODUCTION
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Digitalisation has brought our society many comforts. Online banking, Whatsapp
and dating websites have made the lives of many easier and perhaps, a little more
enjoyable too. Additionally, multiple e-health innovations exist with the promise
of making our societies healthier. However, these changes also create challenges.
Digital developments are implemented at an exceedingly quick rate and some
groups in society have trouble keeping up with that pace. Is it a responsibility of or
an obligation for citizens to learn digital skills? Or should offline options for essential
societal institutions remain in place, to ensure citizens’ free choice in adopting digital
skills?
Furthermore, privacy scandals, such as data leaks at healthcare insurance companies and mass (illegal) data transactions by data brokers or even by social media
platforms are the order of the day. Nowadays, it seems no one’s data is safe. What
does this mean for our trust in digital applications? Are we still in charge of our own
data? And who owns data?
Finally, what about digital resilience? Figures show burnouts have occurred significantly more in the past decade, not to mention the large amount of time children
spend in front of a screen on a daily basis. These questions are the reason that, in
2019, the National ThinkTank conducted research on the digital society to answer
the main question:
How do we realise a digital society that is healthy, resilient, inclusive
and fair?
Research questions
With this topic the following sub-questions arise:
1.
How do we ensure an inclusive digital society in which everyone can 		
adequately participate and continue to participate?
2.
How do we ensure digital technology contributes to the health of 		
Dutch society?
3.
How do we establish a society in which people are resilient against
the dangers of digitalisation?
4.
How do we ensure a digital society in which public values are upheld?
We spent four months studying the topic of digitalisation full time and came up
with solutions to some key issues. In this report we present our analysis and the
solutions accompanied by our cohesive vision. We believe in the opportunities digitalisation has to offer, but think it is critical to ensure it is functioning in an optimal
manner and serving society. In order to realize this, both the government, companies and science should work together.
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VISION
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Amsterdam, December 12, 2019
Dear Prime Minister Rutte,
Digital developments affect every Dutch citizen. We have the pleasure to
live in a time of lightning fast data exchange, global communication and
technical automation. It is part of great progress. But whether it concerns
the faltering introduction of a electronic patient record, the commercialization of youth of online children’s marketing, monopolization and
privacy violations technological (grand) powers, or the millions of Dutch
people who can’t keep up online - it is now beyond dispute that the digital
society is also a concern. As it is true for any big change in society, also
this transition requires both the government, civil society and citizens to
play an important role in this change in the right direction.
We, participants of the National Think Tank 2019, worked four months
full time on the opportunities that the digital future offers us, as well
as the risks associated with it. With our diverse backgrounds, we spoke
to experts, organizations, companies and citizens. We discovered what
kind of future we are heading for and the associated risks are. Based on
extensive research, using in-depth interviews, surveys and analyses, we
have developed a vision for 2040 and ten solutions. This one vision is built
around the three core values that we believe are the most under pressure
and therefore require special attention in the digital era:
1. Solidarity
2. Human contact
3. Fair balance of power
There is an underlying sense of solidarity
Society has become increasingly individualized in recent decades and
this trend is reinforced by digitization. How can we use digitization in
such a way that we do not only see ourselves as atomized individual
surfers, but as citizens embedded in a family, community, municipality and country? We see that precisely within a far-reaching digitized
society of 2040 there should be extra attention for a sense of solidarity
and awareness of our interdependence. Think of a residential area where
off line neighborhood dinners are regularly organized, or local residents
who help each other self lessly via a care app. But we also want a country
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where at a social level citizens find meaning, not in displaying their own
online stall, but precisely in actively using their talents for others in society. And at the level of care, patients serve to trust that their health data
is deployed to provide the best care.
Human contact is the norm
We find one of the far-reaching effects of digitization within the domain
of communication. We see that young people are increasingly lonely.
They are more focused on themselves because the dimensions of time
and distance have faded: you no longer have to be physically where
the other is to have contact with each other. On the one hand, this has
a positive effect - for example, alcohol and cannabis use seem to have
decreased because people come together less - but the dark side is that
it is rich, multi-layered personal contact of a tete-à-tete conversation is
reduced to screen-mediated contact between loners. The National Think
Tank 2019 spent every Tuesday morning without screen time for mutual
contact to stimulate and prevent overstimulation. We believe in a future
where this form of human contact is still the norm: true communication no longer just means “finishing whatsapp notifications”, but where
communication on the road starts on the road with anticipation that
you know that you will soon embrace your friends, and where intimate
conversations are still held over a good glass of wine instead of with a
keyboard in front of you.
Fair balance of power has been restored
There are skewed power relations in the digital society between multinationals (such as Google and Facebook) on the one hand, and citizens
and civil society, on the other hand. Major tech companies have so much
power that they can no longer be effectively regulated on the basis of
national debate. Technological development no longer takes place within
the walls of universities, but now is centered in commercial research
institutes. The resulting erosion of our privacy, autonomy and political
citizenship undermines our democracy.
We therefore believe in a world in which digital industries act more fairly
and justly on the playing field with the government and civil society. We
believe in a society where only the data - that citizens want to give away -
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is collected. We believe in a world, where technological algorithms
are deployed, only when human capacity falls short, but the resulting
decision-making is still transparent and verifiable for the general public.
The individual is entitled to his/her own choices and retains his/her autonomy.
Time for action
The tide is slowly turning. Our society is increasingly aware about the flip
side of the digital society. Discussions about values, borders and even dystopias are in the media every day, but action is often still lacking. Let’s move
from discussions with buzzwords to concrete initiatives.
That is why we make three urgent recommendations to our politicians:
1.

2.

3.

It is very important that the technology of artificial intelligence becomes more inclusive and transparent. Technology is never neutral, and
therefore technology should include a more inclusive world view.
More international cooperation is needed. It is important to form a digital
coalition with like-minded countries. As a small country in a globalised
world, one can no longer make a strong fist to resist digital threats.
Social inequality must be higher on the government’s agenda. Digitization drives a wedge between white and non-white, woman and
man, and the haves and have-nots. Renewed financial valuation for
an equal and equitable society is therefore necessary to ensure wellbeing for everyone.

The choice is ours. We can go along with a digitization that drives forward
on a technological imperative and a profit-driven model, or we work towards
a digital society in which the foundation contains the above three core values. Of course we go for the latter. We would like to discuss our vision with
you to become reality.
Sincerely, on behalf of the National Think Tank 2019,
Bruno, Fuuk and Jeffrie
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THEMES AND
READING GUIDE
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The research question and the results from the analysis phase form
the basis for the solutions in this final report. With every solution,
the National Think Tank 2019 wants to contribute to an optimal
digital society. These optimisations fit within the four themes and
the three core values as
 described in the vision. For each solution,
the reading guide will make clear within which theme and which
core value it falls.

Improving the
digital society
requires
commitment
from all parties
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Core value from the vision
• Solidarity
• Human contact
• Fair balance of power
Improving the society can only take place if all parties involved are
committed. The National Think Tank 2019 is therefore aimed at business, science, educational institutions, government, unions, opinion
leaders, civil society organizations and funds, as well as to tech companies and citizens.
The solutions are feasible in the short term and contribute to the vision. They are preceded by a short leadership with a practical example
of how the solution should function in 2025.
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General
requirements
At the Expert Forum
of the National Think
Tank, at the entrance
guests were asked to
sign terms and conditions, just as it is
often needed online.
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ANALYSIS
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During the analysis phase, the participants of the National
Think Tank 2019 intensively researched various aspects of the
Dutch digital society. The main findings based on the four themes
are presented here. These findings are identified bottlenecks that
need to be resolved in order to achieve an optimal digital society.
Four additional posters can be found on ndt19.nl/analyse

People should
be aware of the
long term effects
of overstimulation
and online media,
and act upon it

Resilient
Currently, many dangers lurk in the Dutch digital society. We
conducted research among students and young workers to better
identify these risks. The main consequences of digital technology
use that we see in these groups are an excess of notifications, too
much self-comparison with others and a loss of self-control.
Digitization has led to an increased wave of short-term stimuli that
flow into our retina - day after day. Our expert interviews show
that the pressure to respond to this creates constant stress, which
may undermine long-term human functioning in the long term.
Of-course, excessive self-comparison has been a problem longer
than today, but nowadays many digital media are specifically
designed to bring about this negative urge to compare. Due to the
selective, optimism-filled success stories online, digital comparison
can lead to a negative self-image. Finally, we see a diminished
ability for digital self-control: unwanted screen use and attention
grabbing, which leads to digital addiction.
It turns out that 60% of the Dutch want to reduce their screen time,
but they succeed only in half of those cases (Newcom survey NDT,
2019). Among students, we often see more than 5 hours of screen
time per day, with 70% experiencing little grip and almost half
being annoyed that they are distracted by digital stimuli (Jongeren
Online Survey NDT, 2019). In addition, between 5 and 11% of the
Dutch young people are clinically addicted to social media (Boer
& Van den Eijnden, 2018). Existing solutions mainly appeal to the
discipline and the perseverance of the individual instead of looking
more systematically at the environment or the technology. Other
obstacles to possible solutions are the implicit norms of the working environment and the social pressure to participate online. We
think that for the subgroup that has little control over their use and
is moderately aware of the risks, a more positive approach should
be attained.
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In order to
allow everyone
to keep up with
the digital
society, we
need to match
existing
solutions with
the target
group

Inclusive
It is the most natural thing in the world to include people with a
disability when designing a building: wheelchair accessibility and
disabled toilets are available in almost every public space. Research
by the Accessibility Foundation (2019) shows that accessibility in the
digital world is, however, far from sufficient. According to a new Dutch
law, websites will be required from September 2020 to be accessible for
everyone, in accordance with the 50 criteria of the WCAG 2.0 guideline. But although the government has been paying more attention in
recent years, most websites will not be able to meet these criteria.
In addition, our analysis shows that digital data literacy of the population is not high in the Netherlands. It is difficult to determine how many
people have trouble with digital resources, but it is estimated to be close to three million people (European Commission, 2017). Interestingly,
most people in this group are not aware of their lacking digital literacy leading to a variety of problems. People do not find the right resources
for learning digital skills or do not find the resources appealing enough.
Libraries are the ideal place to learn digital skills, but most people do
not know that the library offers these kind of workshops, nor do they
feel at home in a library. In addition to this, there is always the question:
what if you do not want to participate? Offline counters in banks or governmental institutions have largely disappeared - and been transformed into virtual services. Should alternatives remain available or ought
we to expect of the entire society to have digital skills?

Healthy
Fortunately, digitization does not only involve risks, but also many
opportunities. However, it is vital to use these opportunities, and
especially in the healthcare system its use is not yet optimal. Digitization provides excellent opportunities to achieve prevention on
a large scale, think of wearables and health apps (Lupton D. 2014).
It is estimated that only 2.5% of the total healthcare budget is
spent on prevention. This is because investing in prevention has a
‘hard-to-sell’ business model: the investment often only pays off in
the long term, so that the benefits often end up at a different party
than at the initial investors.
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In addition, Dutch health care is hopelessly lagging behind in terms
of medical data exchange. Because at the emergency department
medical information of incoming patients must first be requested in
another hospital, this delays the required care. This not only hinders
caregivers in providing good care, but also reduces their job satisfaction and costs an unnecessary amount of money. Fears of data leaks
are prevalent because hospitals have to pay for the costs if things go
wrong. In addition, two software suppliers control almost the entire
software market. Therefore, market forces are lacking and the incentive to innovate is eliminated.

Digitization
reduces its own
control, though
it could also
increase it

Digitization also offers opportunities to give the chronically ill more
control over their own care, which is what they really need. Where
they currently have to come to the hospital for routine appointments, this could also be done digitally and save valuable time for
both doctor and patient. However, this does not get kick started
due to, among other things, rigid protocols and resistance among
healthcare providers.

Fair
However, a lack of control is broader than just in healthcare. Websites
continuously collect data. Legislation, such as the General Data Protection Regulation, which is supposed to protect citizens, has led to little
result because it protects individual rights that are particularly difficult
to enforce. Even when you request your data, the data you get back is
often difficult to understand. People massively accept cookies because
two thirds of the websites require it for access. A lot of data is collected
with this. With this collected personal data, companies and organizations can influence behavior without citizens noticing. Not surprisingly,
94% of the Dutch think this is an unpleasant course of events, but
strangely enough they do not act on it: 69% indicate that privacy is important, but 74% use social media on a weekly basis (Newcom survey).
We also see a paradox between awareness and action in the field of
cybercrime: 55% of people believe that they take sufficient measures
against cybercrime, but meanwhile only a fraction of them use the
crucial password manager (17%) and secure VPN connection (12%)
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Cyber
crime is
still underestimated

(Newcom survey). As a result, an increasing group of Dutch people,
namely 1.2 million, are victims of cybercrime. No less than 200,000
they face interpersonal cybercrime, including stalking, threat and
identity fraud (CBS, 2018 digital security). Although the victims are negatively affected by this, the designated authorities offer no adequate
help. Only one in ten cases of cybercrime is reported (CBS, 2018
digital security). So not only should citizens be more secure, but
also (and especially) organisations. They must tackle this problem
structurally. The police must expand their cybercrime capacity and
emergency services must increase their scope to better combat the
effects of cybercrime.
For the bottlenecks mentioned in this analysis, the National Think
Tank developed solutions that work towards an optimal digital
society.
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Thursday evening
presentations
Each Thursday night
the National Think
Tank presented the
latest insights and
ideas, and received
feedback from the
audience of theme
partners, ThinkTank
alumni and the board
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Expertforum
On October 3rd, during the Expertforum
the National Think
Tank 2019 presented
their analysis about
the digital society; the
expert audience was
able to respond.
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10 SOLUTIONS
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Vision Core values
Solidarity
Human contact
Fair balance of power
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national
coordinator
digital
care
AWARENESS FOR MEDICAL DATA EXCHANGE
31

Important parties involved
in a dialogue

A policy advice Better care
to solve the
for patients
most important
bottlenecks

National Coordinator Digital Care

Samantha gets to the hospital after a
race bike accident. She doesn’t go to her
usual hospital; she was on a weekend
trip in the province of Limburg. Bart, the
emergency doctor, can easily obtain Samantha’s data digitally from the other
hospital and is quickly up to speed on her
medication use and medical history. Because of this, Samantha can receive the
acute treatment she needs without having to wait for data to be sent by her general practitioner. As a doctor, Bart has
the ability to request digital and secure
data for all of his patients. As a result, he
is able to deliver the right customized
care faster. It saves him both time and
frustration on a daily basis. Providing
proper health care is now more fun and
easier than it was a few years ago.
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Solution

Now

Future

Design process
Privacy
Reporting point
ICT
PBL

of

Issue
Data exchange in the Dutch health care
system still stems from the previous century.
Faxing machines remain essential throughout
the system and radiology images are sent on
a CD-ROM by email. These outdated practices
lead to incredible delays - with health risks for
patients. In addition, it creates an increased
workload for healthcare providers and enables data leaks. This cannot go on any longer.
Children these days grow up without
knowing about the existence of CDs and
faxing machines, while they are still used on a
daily basis in the healthcare system. The
technology to enable digital data exchange
is available, but no one takes the responsibility to solve the underlying issues because
of the many, at times conflicting, interests of
stakeholders.

Solution
Our solution is to appoint a coordinator who
takes the lead in this decision arena. Someone
who operates independently, who talks to all
involved parties about their responsibility and
strives for alignment between the opposing

1

interests. This coordinator is instructed to start a
round table discussion to clarify this responsibility. In addition, we provide an overview of the
main bottlenecks currently hindering progress
in digital data exchange through an appropriate
policy proposal.

Impact
A software market with healthy competition,
that above all ensures ease of use for healthcare
professionals and provides for privacy of patient
data. More efficient administration saves time,
which results in lower costs and -more importantly- better care and more time for patients,
and job satisfaction for caregivers.

Contact
Féline Scheijmans
f.scheijmans@nationale-denktank.nl
Fuuk van der Scheer
f.vanderscheer@nationale-denktank.nl
Pascalle Stijger
p.stijger@nationale-denktank.nl
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screen- ing
CHILDREN AND PARENTS RECEIVE SUPPORT
GROWING UP IN THE DIGITAL WORLD
35

Halting digital
problems
among youth

Parents and
children learn
about responsible screen use

Policy that
reaches every
child in the
Netherlands

SCREEN-ing

Burak (7) is so attached to his smartphone
that he prefers to use it non-stop. However, at
night time, just before sleeping, he is offline
and goes to bed on time. It is mother Ümmü
who keeps track of this, after having received
child-rearing tools on screen use from the
school nurse. Also in class, Burak is a concentrated pupil as his elementary school applies a
uniform policy on mobile phone use, based on
the latest guidelines. School care coordinator
Zara organises sessions for teachers on responsible phone use among pupils. Burak’s cousin Ömer, however, is faring less well in school:
he is so intensely active on social media that
it has become the sole activity occupying him
during the day, preventing him from playing
with his friends. His school results are regressing as well. The school nurse found out about
this during a screening: together with his parents they are now working on a plan to get
him back on track.
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Primary, secondary
and tertiary prevention

Setting up guidelines

VWS

NCJ
age 0 - 4
Informing

age 4 - 12
Screening of
risk cases

Guidelines
GGD

Zon
Mw

age 12 - 18
Referring young
problematic users
NDT

Issue
With the arrival of the smartphone and the
ubiquitous availability of internet, children are
growing up in a digital world. While there are
many chances and opportunities, the hazards
of digitality do not always receive sufficient
attention. By now, 5 to 11% of the Dutch youth is
addicted to social media, almost 10% is battling
with a game addiction, 4% reports sleeping more
poorly because of social media and 30% reports
concentration problems (Boer, CBS, Coates, Van
den Eijnden). These alarming statistics seem to be
on the rise and a large part of the youth does not
receive adequate help. However, scientific guidelines for medical support of these digital problems
do not exist yet.

Solution
This policy proposal aims to bundle the latest
scientific knowledge into a guideline for youth
health care with recommendations on responsible screen usage for parents and their children.
This recommendation will be rolled out over the
existing avenues of youth health care for youth
from 0 to 18 years old, divided over 3 levels. At
consultation centers (0 to 4 years) youth nurses
will guide parents about the future screen use of
their children. In primary schools (4 to 12 years)

youth nurses will screen for risk cases. And in
secondary schools (12 to 18 years old) school
doctors will refer youngsters with digital addictions to adequate healthcare organisations such
as mental health services.

Impact
This is a potentially cost-saving intervention that
would reach each Dutch child and by doing so it
would bring about behavioural change on a national scale. The solution is predicated on preventive principles in the form of timely education to
parents and support of youngsters in need of help.

Wanted
Engaged medical professionals in youth health
care and epidemiologists for the creation of
these guidelines.

Contact
Jeffrie Buckle:
j.buckle@nationale-denktank.nl
Karima Hazzouti:
k.hazzouti@nationale-denktank.nl
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phoneforest
LEAVE YOUR PHONE ON SET MOMENTS IN PHONEFOREST’S
LEAVES TOGETHER WITH YOUR FRIENDS, FOR MORE HUMAN CONTACT, BETTER FOCUS AND MORE RELAXATION
Natural forms
for relaxation
and focus

Creates
social space
to be digitally
unavailable

Raises
awareness on
the effects of
smartphone
use
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PhoneForest

2025. Klaasje arrives at her job. She has
a busy day ahead of her that starts with a
team meeting. In the meeting space PhoneForest is set up, so that all of her colleagues
can hang their phones in one of the leaves
and lift it up. How nice to be without your
phone for a moment! Everyone pays full attention to the meeting and all agenda points
are discussed efficiently and effectively.
When Klaasje has an important deadline, she
puts her phone away in a leave.
Since Phoneforest has been in use, the
norms regarding phone use at the company
have started to shift. It is normal to be temporarily unreachable and to be a bit slower
to respond to messages. If she has an important question for a colleague she will simply
drop by. That works just fine.
Phones are only used when they contribute to the work. Nobody really misses them.
Drinks in the pub are more fun, discussions
are more lively. Klaasje believes every organisation deserves a PhoneForest!
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Teams with their phones in the
tree are more focused, work
more effectively and find human
contact important.
Phones on the table

Phones in the tree

Issue

Impact

In the digital society it has become normal
to be available 24/7. Overstimulation and
stress are common in European societies
and notifications of phones contribute to
it (Johannes, 2018). The sole presence of
your phone in your vicinity already leads to
concentration loss (Ward, 2017). Even those
that are aware of the problem find it hard
to reduce their screen time on an individual
basis. 60% of the Dutch would like to reduce
their screen time, but only half of them
manage to do so.

PhoneForest improves concentration, flow
and reduces distractions. Meetings are more
productive and creative. The activity becomes
central again to whatever you do: meeting
with your team, working or dining; human
contact is stimulated. PhoneForest stirs up
the conversation about distractions from your
phone. Repeated use contributes to a lasting
behavior change. It won’t be normal anymore
to be available 24/7.

Solution
PhoneForest is an installation that helps
people to collectively take some distance from
digital distractions. You can leave your phone
behind in liftable leaves of a tree, through
which it will be charged and is safely stored.
If the tree is used collectively, it will start to
bloom. The installation can be found in offices
at companies, in restaurants and at theaters.

Wanted
Organisations that are interested in meetings
with more focus or that want to reduce the
amount of distractions in the working environment. Designers that want to contribute to a
more resilient population and investors that
believe in the value of being selectively offline.

Contact
Plym de Jong:
p.dejong@nationale-denktank.nl
Vera Vrijmoeth:
v.vrijmoeth@nationale-denktank.nl
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the
digitable
ACCESSIBLE DIGITAL HULP CLOSEBY
THE PEOPLE WHO NEED IT
43

Bridges the
gap between
questions and
support

Brings digital
support towards people

Easy to find
and approachable

The DigiTable

Kasper wants to apply for housing benefits. This process requires him to the
website of the tax authorities and log in
with a government-issued digital account.
Unfortunately, he forgot his password. He
has no idea how to fix it and considers giving up his application altogether.
However, that day, while he is out grocery
shopping, something happens that makes
him change his mind. At his local grocery
store, he encounters two people standing
behind a table who offer to help him with
his lost password. Together they analyse what the problem is, what he can do to
get a new password and where he can find
help in the future. For next time, Kasper
knows that he can ask for digital help at
the nearby community centre, but for now
he is all set to manage his digital tasks on
his own!

F I N A L R E P O R T 2 0 1 9 N AT I O N A L T H I N K TA N K

Now

?

Future

Problems using
digital resources

Demand

Courses
Information points
Walk-in consultation
hours

?

Demand

The DigiTable

!

Offer

!

Offer
First aid, referral, local, accessible

Issue

Impact

While digital platforms, applications and
tools can be very beneficial, a significant part
of the population has difficulties with them.
Some (local) initiatives offer help, but those
are hard to find, and their narrow offer does
not fit the broad range of people who need
help. Besides that, existing initiatives often
struggle to reach their intended audience.

The concept of the DigiTable is simple
and approachable, and brings the needed
support towards people. This will ensure that
people who are embarrassed of their digital
skills and people that are not aware of their
poor digital skills are helped. They too will
become able to join and benefit from our
digital society.

Solution

Wanted

The DigiTable ensures that people will be
reached and helped in various places in
the country. The table will appear in charity shops, grocery stores or other regularly
visited places. In this way, help will be where
the people that need it come regularly, rather
than at places where they do not come or
do not feel at home. This makes it easier for
people to ask for help. People are assisted
through direct support, get the opportunity
to practice and are referred - if needed - to
other local support centres.

Parties with an overview of digital support
initiatives, locations (such as stores) where
the DigiTable can be placed, parties and
voluntary networks that can deliver the
helpers for the DigiTable.

Contact
Karima Hazzouti;
k.hazzouti@nationale-denktank.nl
Roosje Ruis;
r.ruis@nationale-denktank.nl
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donata
DON’T DONATE MONEY,
DONATE YOUR DATA
47

Support good
causes with
your data

Determine
what you
share

Fully safe
and secure

Donata

Noah is on the train to work. Somewhat bored, he picks up his phone and opens
the Donata app. He scrolls through the various studies of universities and
research institutes, and initiatives by charities. He sees a wide range of topics come
by: sports research, climate research,
NGOs that want to reduce homelessness.
Then he sees a study on the heart that
appeals to him. With the data of his chest
pulse, location, gender and age he can help
researchers at the university’s medical
center to better understand the
causes of cardiac arrhythmias. He enthusiastically selects which data he wants
to share , then presses on “donate”. His
data is now safely shared with the cardiac
investigators, without sharing it to third
parties. A few months later, Noah receives
a notification with an update from the researchers, stating what they have found,
thanks to the data of Noah and many
others.

F I N A L R E P O R T 2 0 1 9 N AT I O N A L T H I N K TA N K

Now

Future
Cost
effective
compensation

¤
Food
consumption

Good cause

10110110
10111010
100101101
10010010
100101101

Research
institute
Lifestyle

Society

Data
Medical
center
Sleep

Issue
Commercial parties gather large amounts
of data from us. Consider, for example, the
data that is tracked on your phone - location data, screen time data, message data,
etc. - or the data, for example that Facebook
and LinkedIn collect from you. This data is
used for commercial purposes, in particular
for targeted ads. Opportunities for our data
to serve social goals remain largely unused,
however.

Solution
Donata is a platform on which research
agencies and charities can post a request for
help. They explain which data they need and
what they want to do with it. Users can see
on Donata which requests are available and
choose which one they want to support with
their smartphone data. Users choose which
data they want to donate. This data is then
made safely available to researchers without
giving third parties access. The charities

or research institutes pay a cost-effective
amount to Donata, so that the platform can
be run without the data others need to be
sold.

Impact
With Donata we as digital citizens are enabled
us to use our data for initiatives we believe in.
This way we can kickstart initiatives aimed at
social impact. For researchers Donata offers a
cheap way to do research: after all, the data is
donated “for free”.

Contact
Falko Lavitt
f.lavitt@nationale-denktank.nl
Mees van Tooren
m.vantooren@nationale-denktank.nl
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illuminated
DYNAMIC LIGHT TECHNOLOGY THAT
SUPPORTS DESTIMULATION IN A
OVERSTIMULATED DIGITAL SOCIETY
Simulation of
transitions in
nature

Stimulating
instead of didactic

Fascinating
but not
exhausting

51

Verlicht

January 2025, 7.30am. On her way to
school, teacher Yvonne receives a call from
a friend, and immediately afterwards her
husband reminds her via a text message to
not forget her dentist’s appointment. When
she arrives at work, Yvonne feels overstimulated although the day has yet to start.
However, with the light instrument ‘Illuminated’, she creates a peaceful place in
her classroom within a few seconds. Both
her students and herself are drawn to the
colours and transitions of the light that is
projected on the wall. After a few minutes
everyone has taken a mental breathing
pause and the day can really start. In the
dentist’s waiting room, this light technology also creates an atmosphere that
makes waiting time more comfortable and
transforms it into a peaceful moment. This
way, the light technology brings calm and
peace to many different environments,
which relaxes Yvonne at moments in which
she usually picks up her phone.

F I N A L R E P O R T 2 0 1 9 N AT I O N A L T H I N K TA N K
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Based on

Issue
The digital society comes with a continuous
stream of stimuli, such as news and notifications. This overstimulation results in a low,
but chronic level of stress because people are
always available, leading to increased vulnerability for a burn-out. Current solutions, such as
screen time blockers, often require discipline
and perseverance from the individual. However, exactly these skills are weakened and
undermined by digital overstimulation.

Solution
‘Illuminated’ uses dynamic light technology
based on visual transitions in nature to help
people ‘destimulate’ in their direct environment. In doing so, the technology does
not require individual action or correction.
The technology is used in a positive and
innovative way. The calming effect of the
technology is backed up by scientific evidence: looking at the instrument for three
minutes has shown to be associated with
a lower heart rate and a feeling of peacefulness (Oosterhaven, 2017; Van Ommeren,
2019). ‘Illuminated’ may be used in a variety
of contexts in which people typically turn
to their phone, such as break rooms or
waiting rooms, but it could also be used in

specifically designed ‘destimulation rooms’ in
schools. In development of this solution, the
ThinkTank closely collaborates with ex-Philips designer Tom Bergman.

Impact
‘Illuminated’ takes the beneficial effects
nature has on our cognitive capacities and
introduces them in public spaces, schools,
and organisations. It creates moments for
mental breaks, disrupting the chronic stress
that a lot of people in the digital society
experience.

Wanted
Organisations, schools, public spaces, and
private companies interested in this product.

Contact
Karlijn Hermans:
k.hermans@nationale-denktank.nl
Lieke Groen
l.groen@nationale-denktank.nl
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instantcare
A PLATFORM THAT FACILITATES
PEER-TO-PEER CHRONICAL CARE
55

Fast, experiencebased care for
people with
chronic diseases

Get a relevant
answer from a
relevant peer

Reorganising care
to relieve medical
experts

instantCare

Think about the future. What has changed? We
are probably still busy figuring out our working
life and dreaming about holidays to Mars. But
now, we have more control over our personal
health. Meet Marjorie, 34 years old, mother of
two and a full-time entrepreneur. A few months
ago, she was diagnosed with type I diabetes.
After bringing the kids to school, she wonders
whether she can restart her cyber yoga class
with her ‘new’ condition. She unlocks her iPhone 21S and opens instantCare, which immediately starts looking for a relevant answer from
an available peer. Yeeha! Match. Thomas has
been living with diabetes for 30 years and is an
experienced adviser with over 240 reviews and
a score of 4.5 out of 5. He calls Marjorie and gives her the advice she was looking for: the do’s
and don’ts of cyber yoga with diabetes. Marjorie is relieved: she now has the information
she needs to make the right decision about her
own health. InstantCare provides her with fast
and relevant answers for her medical questions,
experienced-based and trustworthy. Welcome
to the future.

F I N A L R E P O R T 2 0 1 9 N AT I O N A L T H I N K TA N K

Now

Future

?

?
?
?

Long
waiting times

Nearly 10 million
chronically ill

Great pressure
on society

Fast

Trustful

Peer-to-peer
advice

Issue

Impact

Research of the National ThinkTank found
that people with chronic diseases are increasingly longing for more flexibility, control
and ownership over their own health. Moreover, this group of people with a chronic
disease is growing. Additionally, the current
Dutch healthcare system is not equipped
to meet the growing demands of care, as
by 2040 25 percent of citizens will have to
work in the sector and costs for healthcare
are projected to have doubled. It’s time to
reorganise care.

Any question that can be dealt with outside
the current healthcare system will be a relief
for medical experts. In the Netherlands,
120.000 people are diagnosed with type I
diabetes. Annually, these patients together
have around one million questions about
living with their disease. If we can answer a
share of those questions through peer-topeer contact, we can reorganise the definition
of healthcare and allow medical experts to
spend time on the things that are more complex and urgent — what they were trained
to do.

Solution
InstantZorg (instantCare) is a platform that
allows people with a chronic disease to ask
questions to relevant peers. These peers
are trained, experience-based advisers that
will respond to questions within minutes.
Forget endless phone calls with medical aids,
time-consuming hospital waits and visits, and
forget endless public discussions on random
online communities. InstantCare will provide
care-seekers with fast and relevant answers.
The first pilot with patients with type I diabetes was concluded successfully, and a second,
larger pilot is currently in the making.

Wanted
Before we launch our platform, we are
looking for a partner that can help us scale
our pilot: financially, technically and medically.

Contact
Annemarie Berkhout
a.berkhout@nationale-denktank.nl
Martijn Scholtemeijer
m.scholtemeijer@nationale-denktank.nl
Wouter de Waart
w.dewaart@nationale-denktank.nl
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privaction
FILING A LAWSUIT TO STOP EXCESSIVE
DATA COLLECTION
59

It’s a time to not just
have rights, but to
enforce them as well

Privaction

Sandra uses an app to read the daily
news. Now and then, she likes to read
up on the local news, for example, when
she is at the beach over the weekend.
Additionally, she uses a parking app to
pay her parking costs, and to occasionally remind herself where she parked the
car. It’s nice that apps use her location
data in a productive manner. More importantly, she appreciates that she does
not have to fear that her data is abused.
Whereas in the past excessive data collection was common practice, nowadays
no company in their right mind will even
consider it. With multiple successful,
privately enforced lawsuits, private watchdogs and civilians alike have ensured
that companies will think twice, as tort
claims await those who collect excessive
data. Minimal and controlled data collection is successfully ensured through
such private initiatives - no government
enforcement is needed.

F I N A L R E P O R T 2 0 1 9 N AT I O N A L T H I N K TA N K

!
!

A number of apps
violate privacy

By collecting excessively
of location data

We’re going to court

Issue
Commercial parties collect huge amounts
of user data. Analysis of the data collection
behavior of the top 30 most downloaded
apps in the Netherlands shows that a commonly-used news app (used by 11% of all
Dutch citizens) collects your location data
up to four times a day for ad purposes. This
is a violation of the GDPR. Furthermore, a
big parking app claims to collect your location data to know where you parked - yet
in fact, it also collects your data when you
are not parking, thus breaching the GDPR.

Secondly, the lawsuit will provide a great
precedent for future violations of the GDPR,
empowering and catalysing future lawsuits
by other citizens. By filing for damages, we
motivate citizens to also take up arms and go
to court. The risk that many citizens will go to
court will have a great deterring effect upon
companies, driving up fear and serving as a
big warning sign for future offenders: if you
violate, you’re going to have to pay up. Think
twice!

Contact
Solution
We’re setting up the first Dutch lawsuit
focused on GDPR violations by apps, suing
two commercial parties. Pursuant to the
GDPR, we’re filing €200 in damages per
violation.

Impact
The lawsuit will have a great impact. Firstly,
commercial parties will be forced by the
courts to change how their apps function
to prevent further violation of the GDPR.

Bruno Verdam
b.verdam@nationale-denktank.nl
61
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data
to the
people
REGULATING DATA FLOWS BETTER
TO PROTECT INTERNET USERS
63

Restoring the
balance between internet
users and data
collectors

Upholding
public values in
data transaction

Collective
instead of
individual
protection of
internet users

Data to the People

Jessica closes her smart fridge and turns
down the smart thermostat a bit. She
sets herself on her couch, opens her laptop and watches a movie. Unaware, she’s
made several data transactions. As a
consequence, various companies have received data of Jessica. These companies
can store her data for the companies’ use,
but they can also sell the data. And Jessica has no idea.
However, this was the case five years ago.
Since then, Jessica’s data security has
been properly secured by a new EU policy. These days, she can be online without
worrying that her data might be used inappropriately by the tech giants. In practice, this means that the balance of power between her and the data collectors
has been restored, that discrimination is
combatted and that democratic control
on data flows has increased.

F I N A L R E P O R T 2 0 1 9 N AT I O N A L T H I N K TA N K

10110110
10111010
100101101
10010010
100101101

Pillar I
Data transaction

Pillar II
Data concentration

10110110
10111010
100101101
10010010
100101101

Internal use

10110110
10111010
100101101
10010010
100101101

External use

Pillar III
Data deployment

Issue
Our democratic values online are not safeguarded as properly online as they are offline. The
power balance between data collectors and
internet users has been upset. Most internet
users have no idea what happens with their
data in online transactions and are not informed
about the lack of democratic control of these
transactions.

Solution
Data to the People is a policy proposition with
concrete recommendations to improve and
expand the current data regulation policies. The
proposition consist of three pillars. The first
pillar regards data transactions which a user
would not complete if he/she were fully informed. The policy aims to further protect users
against such data transactions and realize true
transparency in these transactions. The second
pillar concerns a reform of competition law. It
aims to provide room for new privacy friendly
alternatives by introducing data concentration of data collectors as a factor in assessing
market dominance. The third pillar aims to
better control the inappropriate use of data by

companies. At the moment, there is too little
regulation and thus insufficient action against
practices that undermine our democracy. This
policy proposition aims to provide users with
collective protection.

Impact
The proposed policy aims to increase democratic control on data and cancel out misuse
of data, manipulation of users and privacy
infringements. It does so by protecting users
against data collectors on an individual level
as well as on the societal level.

Wanted
Representants of relevant sectors, advisory
boards, politicians, policy makers and decision
makers.

Contact
Elsbeth van den Hazel
e.vandenhazel@nationale-denktank.nl
Sem Nouws
s.nouws@nationale-denktank.nl
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web
acessibility
award
AN AWARENESS CAMPAIGN WHICH AIMS
TO IMPROVE THE E-ACCESSIBILITY OF
ECOMMERCE WEBSITES
A campaign
about digital
inclusion

Ensuring that
all stakeholders
are aware of this
blind spot

Offering
concrete
guidelines for
improvement

67

Web Accessibility Award

Charlie prefers shopping online. Walking to
the supermarket costs him a lot of energy
and effort because of his poor eyesight. Most
webshops are accessible to screen readers
and Charlie can therefore easily navigate
the websites of his favorite online shops. Unfortunately, not yet all websites are as accessible for him. Although most websites do
not use difficult drop-down menus or links
that are not accessible for screen readers
anymore, some still do. Annually, Charlie votes for the best website on the ‘Web Accessibility Award’ website. Here he can send feedback to the websites he likes and that work
smoothly. The award is a way to complement
accessible webshops and encourage other
websites to develop their accessibility on
the website.

F I N A L R E P O R T 2 0 1 9 N AT I O N A L T H I N K TA N K

Web Accessibility

Award

now: 9/10 websites not accessible

2025: 9/10 websites are accessible

Head structure
High contrast
Rescale text
Subtitles for videos
Keyboard navigation

Head structure
High contrast
Rescale text
Subtitles for videos
Keyboard navigation

I embed
accessibility
from
day one.

What are the
WCAG
guidelines?
Web developer

Issue
According to the European Commission, around
80 million people in the EU are – to some degree
- affected by a disability (European Commission,
2015). For people with disabilities, websites can still
be hard to read, understand or navigate. If we want
all these people to fully and equally participate
in society, we need to ensure that our society is
inclusive. The Web Content Accessibility Guidelines
(WCAG) is used as a guideline on how to make
web content accessible to people with disabilities.
In the Netherlands, it will be mandatory from September 2020 onwards for government authorities
to meet these guidelines. At the moment 0% of
the government websites are fully WCAG proof.
For eCommerce companies and digital agencies,
there is low awareness and lack of urgency to become wholly e-accessible. Therefore, people with
disabilities are sadly excluded from participating
independently in society (Velleman, 2018).

Solution
We want to create awareness around web accessibility and encourage eCommerce companies
to make their websites WCAG proof. The awareness will be raised by organising an annual

Web developer

web accessibility award and by publishing
articles in newspapers and magazines. Every
year people with disabilities can nominate
websites that they consider to be most
accessible. The website with the most votes
will receive the Web Accessibility Award at a
big eCommerce event.

Impact
The campaign will enlarge awareness
amongst eCommerce companies and digital
agencies about e-accessibility. Through the
publicity surrounding the award, insights
will be provided about the social and
financial benefits of e-accessibility. The Web
Accessibility Awards strives for a future that
is digital including everyone.

Contact
Lotfy Hassan
l.hassan@nationale-denktank.nl
Ottalie Westerink
o.westerink@nationale-denktank.nl
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INFORMATION
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IIn this final report, the National Think Tank 2019 presented ten
feasible and carefully selected solutions. They are the result of
an extensive analysis into the opportunities and challenges of
the digital society. If you want to delve further into these solutions,
appreciate background information or want to know more about
the National Think Tank, we refer you to the website
www.ndt19.nl, where you can find:

Posters analysis phase
The summary of the analysis phase can be found in this final report
and presented during the ExpertForum. In addition, the National
Think Tank 2019 has summarized the analyzes in posters that are
available via: www.ndt19.nl/analyse

Contribute?
Would you like to contribute? You can! The National Think Tank
2019 would like to put the solutions into practice. That is why the
participants formulated a number of specific wishes for each solution under the headings “Wanted”, intended for those parties who
can help realize the relevant solution. If you want to contribute,
you can contact the Think Tanker listed with the solution directly.

71

Brainstorming
sessions
In several brainstorming
sessions with theme
partners and experts,
such as during this session
on the Expert Forum,
the first ideas for solutions
were developed.
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PARTICIPANTS
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Annemarie Berkhout

Karlijn Hermans

Sem Nouws

PhD kandidaat Nanofotonica

PhD kandidaat Contextuele Psychiatrie

Master Complex Systems Engineering

AMOLF

Koninklijke Universiteit Leuven

and Management

a.berkhout@nationale-denktank.nl

k.hermans@nationale-denktank.nl

Technische Universiteit Delft

Bruno Verdam

Lieke Groen

Master Aansprakelijkheidrecht

Master Philosophy of Psychology

Vera Vrijmoeth

Universiteit Utrecht

Universiteit Leiden

Master Inequalities and Social Science

b.verdam@nationale-denktank.nl

l.groen@nationale-denktank.nl

London School of Economics and

Elsbeth van den Hazel

Lotfy Hassan

Master Geschiedenis van Politiek

Master Aerospace Engineering

en Maatschappij

Technische Universiteit Delft

Wouter de Waart

Master Religie en Samenleving

l.hassan@nationale-denktank.nl

Master Economics: Markets

s.nouws@nationale-denktank.nl

Political Science

& Regulation

Universiteit Utrecht
e.vandenhazel@nationale-denktank.nl

v.vrijmoeth@nationale-denktank.nl

Martijn Scholtemeijer

Universiteit van Amsterdam

Selective Utrecht Medical Master

w.dewaart@nationale-denktank.nl

Falko Lavitt

(SUMMA)

Master Artificial Intelligence

Universiteit Utrecht

Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

m.scholtemeijer@nationale-denktank.nl

f.lavitt@nationale-denktank.nl
Mees van Tooren
Féline Scheijmans

Master Philosophy and Public Policy

AIOS Neurologie

London School of Economics

UMC Utrecht

m.vantooren@nationale-denktank.nl

PhD kandidaat SMA expertisecentrum
f.scheijmans@nationale-denktank.nl

Ottalie Westerink
Master International Marketing

Fuuk van der Scheer

Hult International Business School,

Master Engineering and Policy Analysis

Londen

Technische Universiteit Delft

o.westerink@nationale-denktank.nl

f.vanderscheer@nationale-denktank.nl
Pascalle Stijger
Jeffrie Buckle

Master Nutrition and Health

International Public Management

Wageningen University

Sciences Po

p.stijger@nationale-denktank.nl

Master Geneeskunde
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Universiteit Maastricht

Plym de Jong

j.buckle@nationale-denktank.nl

Master Geneeskunde
Universiteit Leiden

Karima Hazzouti

p.dejong@nationale-denktank.nl

Master Management Policy Analysis
and Entrepreneurship in Health and

Roosje Ruis

Life Sciences

PhD kandidaat Biomedical

Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

Engineering & Physics

k.hazzouti@nationale-denktank.nl

Amsterdam UMC, Universiteit van
Amsterdam
r.ruis@nationale-denktank.nl
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Pitch Perfect
At the Pitch Perfect
evening, the National
Think Tank 2019 received feedback from
an expert panel on
all ideas, under the
watchful eye of an interested audience.
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National ThinkTank 2019 theme partners
Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations (BZK)
The Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations is committed to a democratic and resilient
constitutional state and is committed to pursuing strong policies on themes that affect people, such
as the digitization of society. BZK employees do not develop this policy from behind the desk, but
in connection with the outside world. They work together with municipalities, provinces, umbrella
organizations and citizens. Together they arrive at policy directions and solutions for social issues.

Alles is Gezondheid ‘Everything is Health’
Alles is Gezondheid ‘Everything is Health’ is a self-regulating network of over 3,000 public and
private partners that stimulate the movement towards a healthier and more vital Dutch society.
Together we shift the focus from illness and care to health and behavior. Alles is Gezondheid
supports by connecting relevant parties, organizing initiatives locally, sharing knowledge on
implementations, and by offering instruments to learn and do together.

Fonds SGS van Zilveren Kruis
The Foundation Fonds Stichting Healthyheidszorg Spaarneland Spaarneland (Fonds SGS) has a
mission to improve healthcare in the Netherlands, by making financial contributions to innovations that are designed by various (healthcare) organizations, knowledge centers, industry or
patient associations. In this way, the SGS Fund makes an important contribution to stimulating
innovative and pioneering initiatives in healthcare, research into new forms of care, e-health,
quality improvement and the evaluation of existing forms of care and processes.

JOGG
Every child has the right to grow up healthy. Children live in a world in which they are constantly
seduced into unhealthy behavior. That is why JOGG focuses on the places where children are;
home, school, neighborhood, sports club, work, online etc. JOGG and its 143 local teams bring various parties together and ensure that healthy food and enough exercise become the most normal
thing in the world wherever children come.

SIDN fonds
SIDN fonds is committed to a strong internet for everyone. They support innovative internet
projects that have social added value and potentially generate impact on the objectives
of the SIDN fund. In addition to initiatives to make the internet stronger and safer itself,
the fund supports projects that increase the knowledge and skills of internet users and
stimulates the creative and innovative use of the internet with which social and / or economic
impact is realized.

National ThinkTank structural partners
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Foundation ‘De Nationale DenkTank’ wants to contribute to
the big social-cultural themes in the Netherlands with its
innovative and inspiring ideas. That’s why each year the
foundation organises a National ThinkTank for a group of
talented and young academics with diverse backgrounds.
For four months they dive into a relevant societal challenge
and come up with innovative solutions. The Nationale
DenkTank 2019 worked on the research question: how do we
realise a digital society which is healthy, resilient, inclusive
and fair? Digitalisation has a lot of benefits: people have
access to information through apps and websites. That
simply makes life easier! However, there are also downsides
to the current developments. People are overstimulated,
not everyone can participate in the digital society and the
digital technologies aren’t used to their full potential.
With all of this in mind, the Nationale DenkTank 2019
formulated a vision and ten solutions which help to direct
the digital society into the right direction. Throughout
these solutions and the vision three core values are key:
human contact, solidarity and fair power relationships.
The participants were helped by experts and affected
populations to develop concrete initiatives, policies and
societal campaigns to raise awareness, as to achieve a fair,
resilient, Inclusive and healthy future for our digital society.

www.nationale-denktank.nl

